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Dear Readers, 

Welcome to the September 2016 list of recent acquisitions at the Library of the General Secretariat 
of the Council. We are issuing this list on a monthly basis (sign up by sending us an e-mail to 
library@consilium.europa.eu). The current and the past lists can also be downloaded from our 
informal blog. 

 

 

International organizations and military affairs / Hylke Dijkstra 
Abingdon: Routledge, 2016 
227 p. 
EN 
ISBN      9781138195882 
Availability     Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103518 
 
From the UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations to the NATO 
International Staff and the European External Action Service, 
international bureaucrats make decisions that affect life and death. 
In carrying out their functions, these officials not only facilitate the 
work of the member states, but also pursue their own distinct 
agendas. This book analyses how states seek to control secretariats 
when it comes to military operations by international organizations. 
It introduces an innovative theoretical framework that identifies 
different types of control mechanisms. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
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The struggle for EU legitimacy: public contestation, 1950-2005 / 
Claudia Schrag Sternberg 
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013. 
285 p. 
EN 
ISBN     9781137327833 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103522 
 
This book traces the history of constructions and contestations of 
the EU's legitimacy, in discourses of the European institutions and 
in public debate. Through an interpretive, non-quantitative textual 
analysis of an eclectic range of sources, it examines both long-term 
patterns in EU-official discourses and their reception in member-
state public spheres, specifically in the German and French debates 
on the Maastricht and Constitutional Draft Treaties. The story told 
portrays the history of legitimating the EU as a continuous contest 
over the ends and goals of integration, as well as a balancing act -
which was inescapable given the nature of the integration project -
between 'bringing the people in' and 'keeping them out'. 

 

Polity and crisis: reflections on the European odyssey / edited by 
Massimo Fichera, Sakari Hänninen and Kaarlo Tuori 
Farnham: Ashgate, 2014. 
314 p.  
EN 
ISBN     9781472412911 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103529 
 
This study explores the present EU foundational dilemma, looking at 
the problematic relationship between the ideal model of integration 
and the reality of the 21st century. This volume explores the ways 
and extent to which the present European crisis could create a 
politico-legal space for new possibilities and opportunities for action. 
The authors discuss the current role of the EU, and whether it 
aspires to be a democratic polity or a functional organization based 
on inter-governmental bargaining. The chapters question whether 
the future of European integration after the crisis will be paved by 
decisions which conflict with its Treaty basis, and how it might come 
up with alternatives which would do more than echo the 
compulsions of the global market. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152757
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152757
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152792
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152792
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Gagner les cyberconflits: au-delà du technique / François-Bernard 
Huyghe, Olivier Kempf, Nicolas Mazzucchi 
Paris: Economica, 2015. 
297 p. 
FR 
ISBN     9782717868104 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103531 
 
La majorité des cyber-agressions (le livre est fondé sur l'analyse 
d'une quarantaine de cas) combine des actions dans les trois 
couches du cyberespace et sont composites (espionnage, sabotage 
et subversion). Les trois couches constituant le cyberespace sont: 
physique (les matériels), logique (les logiciels) et sémantique 
(l'information qui circule dans le cyberespace).  

 

La grande transformation: aux origines politiques et économiques 
de notre temps / Karl Polanyi ; traduit de l’anglais par Catherina 
Malamoud et Maurice Angeno ; préface de Louis Dumont 
Paris: Gallimard, 2015. 
467 p. 
FR 
ISBN     9782070124749 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103241 
 
La "Grande Transformation", c'est ce qui est arrivé au monde à 
travers la grande crise économique et politique des années 1930-
1945: la mort du libéralisme économique. Apparu un siècle plus tôt 
avec la révolution industrielle, ce libéralisme était une puissante 
innovation du monde occidental, un cas unique dans l'histoire de 
l'humanité: jusque-là élément secondaire de la vie économique, le 
marché s'est rendu indépendant des autres fonctions et posé en 
élément autorégulateur. On avait désocialisé l'économie ; la grande 
crise des années trente imposa au monde une resocialisation de 
l'économie. Cette analyse du marché comme institution non 
naturelle suscite désormais un véritable regain d'intérêt dans un 
monde globalisé où le néolibéralisme est à son tour entré dans une 
crise dont on attend qu'il en résulte une nouvelle "grande 
transformation". 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152784
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000152784
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Conditionality and the ambitions of governance: social 
transformation in southeastern Europe / Joel T. Shelton 
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015. 
195 p. 
EN 
ISBN     9781137443168 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103057 
 
As the European Union is continually remade through periods of 
crisis, conditionality emerges as the technique of governance tasked 
with realizing cohesion through ’social transformation’ in the 
candidate states of the European periphery. Drawing on EU 
documents, field research, and the tradition of political economy, the 
author investigates the ambitions and limits of the instruments of 
conditionality currently at work in the Republic of Macedonia and 
throughout South eastern Europe. He traces anxieties about the 
need to govern social and subjective sources of disharmony to 
canonical works in political economy. He argues that EU-funded 
efforts to develop ’human resources’ in the Republic of Macedonia 
reflect a neoliberal modification of much older preoccupations, 
aiming to remake persons as workers, citizens, students, and 
administrators. Yet these ambitions often remain unrealized.  

 

Return to winter: Russia, China and the new cold war against 
America / Douglas E. Schoen and Melik Kaylan 
New York: Encounter Books, 2015. 
403 p. 
EN 
ISBN     9781594038433 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103116 
 
The USA faces an array of foreign-policy crises for which it seems 
increasingly unprepared. The two long-time foes, China and Russia, 
have drawn increasingly close together because of a confluence of 
geostrategic, political, and economic interests - all of which have a 
common theme of diminishing American power. While America’s 
influence around the world recedes, Russia and China have seen 
their influence increase. From their support for rogue regimes such 
as those in Iran, North Korea, and Syria to their military and nuclear 
build-ups to their aggressive use of cyber warfare and intelligence 
theft, Moscow and Beijing are playing the game for keeps. The 
authors systematically chronicle the growing threat from the 
Russian-Chinese Axis, and they argue that only a rebirth of 
American global leadership can counter the corrosive impact of this 
antidemocratic alliance. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000151699
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The paradox of German power / Hans Kundnani 
London: Hurst & Co., 2014. 
147 p. 
EN 
ISBN     9781849044158 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102872 
 
Since the Euro crisis began, Germany has emerged as Europe’s 
dominant power. Hans Kundnani explains how Germany got to 
where it is now and where it might go in future. He explores German 
national identity and foreign policy through a series of tensions in 
German thinking and action. 

 

The art of public strategy: mobilizing power and knowledge for the 
common good / Geoff Mulgan 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009. 
306 p. 
EN 
ISBN    9780199289646 
Availability    Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102836 
 
This book is about how strategies take shape, and how money, 
people, technologies, and public commitment can be mobilized to 
achieve important goals. It considers the common mistakes made, 
and how these can be avoided. Written by Geoff Mulgan, a former 
head of policy for the UK prime minister, and advisor to 
governments round the world, it is packed with examples and 
shaped by the author's practical experience. The author's central 
point is that we as citizens deserve governments that pay more 
attention to the long-term, rather than to tomorrow's opinion poll or 
newspaper editorial. The evidence shows that those governments 
that have learned how to be strategic have helped to make their 
citizens healthier, richer and happier. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000150800
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http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000139876
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The locust and the bee: predators and creators in capitalism’s future 
/ Geoff Mulgan 
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013.  
343 p.  
EN  
ISBN     9780691165745 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102838 
 
The recent economic crisis was a dramatic reminder that capitalism 
can both produce and destroy. It’s a system that by its very nature 
encourages predators and creators, locusts and bees. But, as Geoff 
Mulgan argues in this book, the economic crisis also presents a 
historic opportunity to choose a radically different future for 
capitalism, one that maximizes its creative power and minimizes its 
destructive force. 

 

Good and bad power: the ideals and betrayals of government / 
Geoff Mulgan 
London: Penguin, 2007. 
373 p. 
EN  
ISBN     9780141023007 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102845 
 
How can we make the governments on which we depend for our 
welfare and survival behave like servants rather than masters? This 
is the oldest question in politics. It has been grappled with, but never 
satisfactorily answered, for thousands of years. In much of the world 
states remain oppressive, secretive and violent. It is no surprise that 
so much recent political theory has been concerned with how to 
protect people from dangerous states. Yet the only things as bad as 
states that are too strong are states that are too weak. The old 
democracies of western Europe and north America have achieved a 
rough balance between being too strong and too weak, yet still 
suffer from constant crises of moral purpose. This book explains 
why we have arrived at this point, what can be done to change the 
world, and how the power of governments can be used for good. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000150842
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000150842
http://ec.europa.eu/eclas/F/?func=direct&local_base=CEU01&doc_number=000150843
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The boundaries of Europe: from the fall of the ancient world to the 
age of decolonisation / edited by Pietro Rossi 
Berlin: De Gruyter, 2015. 
258 p. 
EN, IT, DE 
ISBN     9783110425567 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102759 
 
Europe’s boundaries have mainly been shaped by cultural, religious, 
and political conceptions rather than by geography. This volume of 
essays from renowned European scholars outlines the 
transformation of Europe’s boundaries from the fall of the ancient 
world to the age of decolonization, or the end of the explicit 
endeavour to “Europeanize” the world. From the decline of the 
Roman Empire to the polycentrism of today’s world, the essays 
span such aspects as the confrontation of Christian Europe with 
Islam and the changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare 
nostrum” to a frontier between nations. 

 

In our name: the ethics of democracy / Eric Beerbohm 
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2012. 
352 p. 
EN 
ISBN     9780691154619 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 103114 
 
When a government in a democracy acts in our name, are we, as 
citizens, responsible for those acts? What if the government 
commits a moral crime? The protestor’s slogan - "Not in our name!" 
- testifies to the need to separate ourselves from the wrongs of our 
leaders. Yet the idea that individual citizens might bear a special 
responsibility for political wrongdoing is deeply puzzling for ordinary 
morality and leading theories of democracy. In Our Name explains 
how citizens may be morally exposed to the failures of their 
representatives and state institutions, and how complicity is the 
professional hazard of democratic citizenship. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/documents-publications/library/
http://councillibrary.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/EUCOlibrary
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JFK’s forgotten crisis: Tibet, the CIA, and Sino-Indian war / Bruce 
Riedel 
Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 2015. 
231 p. 
EN 
ISBN      9780815726999 
Availability   Central Library -- Main Collection -- 102993 
 
Bruce Riedel provides new perspective and insights into Kennedy's 
forgotten crisis in the most dangerous days of the cold war. The 
author, a CIA and National Security Council veteran, provides the 
first full narrative of the Cuban Missile Crisis which played out during 
the tense negotiations with Moscow over Cuba. He also describes 
another, nearly forgotten episode of U.S. espionage during the war 
between India and China: secret U.S. support of Tibetan opposition 
to Chinese occupation of Tibet. He details how the United States, 
beginning in 1957, trained and parachuted Tibetan guerrillas into 
Tibet to fight Chinese military forces. The United States did not 
abandon this covert support until relations were normalized with 
China in the 1970s. 

Interested in reading one of these books? Borrow them from the library: 

Address: JL 02 GH (near Froissart entrance) 

Opening hours:  Monday to Friday 10.00 - 16.00 

Tel.: +32 (0)2 281 6525 

E-mail: library@consilium.europa.eu 

The library is open to all staff of the Council of the European Union and the European Council, 
trainees, Permanent Representations of Member States, staff of other EU Institutions and bodies, 
as well as (upon appointment) to researchers and students. Access to some physical library 
holdings is restricted to consultation on site. 

Find more books in our online catalogue. 

Can't find the book you are looking for? Suggest new acquisitions: library@consilium.europa.eu 

 
For readers from outside the General Secretariat, the library is located in the Justus 
Lipsius building, at JL 02 GH, Rue de la Loi 175, 1048 Brussels. It is open to Council 
officials, staff of other EU institutions and Permanent Representations of Member 
States. Members of the public may use the library for research purposes upon request. 

 
This collection of books was compiled by the Library of the General Secretariat of the Council of 
the European Union for information only. The contents are the sole responsibility of their authors. 
Books linked from this review do not represent the positions, policies, or opinions of the Council of 
the European Union or the European Council. 
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